Boris Berezovsky
Boris Berezovsky has established a great reputation, both as the most powerful of
virtuoso pianists and as a musician gifted with a unique insight and a great sensitivity.
Born in Moscow, Boris Berezovsky studied at the Moscow Conservatory with Eliso
Virsaladze and privately with Alexander Satz. Subsequent to his London début at the
Wigmore Hall in 1988, The Times described him as "an artist of exceptional promise,
a player of dazzling virtuosity and formidable power". Two years later he won the Gold
Medal at the 1990 International Tchaïkovsky Competition in Moscow.

ARAM KHACHATURIAN

Violin Sonata and Dances from Gayaneh & Spartacus

Hideko Udagawa violin
Boris Berezovsky piano

Boris Berezovsky is regularly invited by the most prominent orchestras including the
Philharmonia of London/Leonard Slatkin, the New York Philharmonic/Kurt Mazur, the
Munich Philharmonic, Oslo Philharmonic, the Danish National Radio Symphony/Leif
Segerstam, the Frankfurt Radio Symphony/Dmitri Kitaenko, the Birmingham Symphony, the Berlin Symphonic Orchestra/ Marek Janowski, the Rotterdam Philharmonic,
the Orchestre National de France.
His partners in Chamber Music include Brigitte Engerer, Vadim Repin, Dmitri Makhtin,
and Alexander Kniazev.
Boris Berezovsky is often invited to the most prestigious international recitals series:
The Berlin Philharmonic Piano serie, Concertgebouw International piano serie and the
Royal Festival Hall Internatinal Piano series in London and to the great stages as the
Théâtre des Champs-Elysées in Paris, the Palace of fine Arts in Brussells, the
Konzerthaus of Vienna, the Megaron in Athena.
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Her recent CD with the Philharmonia Orchestra was released by Signum Records in
2010 to coincide with her recital in Cadogan Hall. This CD was chosen as 'Presenter's
Choice' by Classic FM Magazine and includes works for violin and orchestra by
Joachim and Ysaye, recorded for the first time. Autumn 2011 she recorded
Khachaturian Concerto Rhapsody and Liapunov Concerto with the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra was released by Signum Records in autumn 2012.
Other recordings include the Bruch and Brahms Violin Concerti with London
Symphony under Sir Charles Mackerras and Glazunov's Violin Concerto, together with
other works by Tchaikovsky, Chausson, Sarasate and Saint-Säens, with London
Philharmonic. She has also made recordings of Heifetz transcriptions with Pavel
Gililov for ASV and violin virtuoso pieces for Toshiba-EMI.
As the great-granddaughter of one of Japan's historically most influential prime
ministers, she enjoys the international performer's role as a cultural ambassador.
Among several performances for the United Nations, she played at its 50th anniversary
concerts in Vienna's Konzerthaus and the Victoria Hall in Geneva. She has also
presented a recital in Tokyo in the presence of their Imperial Highnesses, the Crown
Prince and Princess of Japan.
Hideko Udagawa studied with Nathan Milstein, who was her only teacher in the West,
in London and at the Juilliard School in New York. After living in Tokyo and New York,
she is now making her home in London.
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Aram Khachaturian (1903-1978)

Hideko Udagawa
Hideko Udagawa has performed extensively throughout the world and captivates
international audiences with her artistry and enthusiasm. Critics have acclaimed her
performances, commending her passionate commitment, dazzling agility and
refinement of taste. As a protégée of Nathan Milstein, she has inherited the great
Russian romantic tradition of violin playing. Her performances have spanned thirty
countries across Europe, North America and Asia-Pacific, and more than one hundred
cities and towns in the United Kingdom alone.
Ms Udagawa made her orchestral debut in London with the London Symphony
Orchestra under Sir Charles Mackerras, playing Bruch's G minor concerto at the
Barbican Hall. Highlights from her other engagements include performances with the
Philharmonia under Leonard Slatkin, Royal Philharmonic under Paavo Jarvi, Royal
Liverpool Philharmonic under Marek Janowski, City of Birmingham Symphony under
Okko Kamu, London Mozart Players under Matthias Bamert, Russian National under
Paavo Berglund, Moscow Philharmonic under Fedor Glushchenko, as well as English
Chamber, National Symphony and Bavarian Radio orchestras.
In addition, she has made a twelve city tour in North America with the Mozarteum
Orchestra of Salzburg and tours in Japan with Warsaw Philharmonic under Kazimierz
Kord and with Japan Philharmonic. She has also toured as a guest soloist with many
visiting orchestras to the United Kingdom, including Berlin Symphony, Polish
Chamber and Bucharest Philharmonic. Invitations to many international festivals have
included the George Enescu, City of London, Norfolk & Norwich, Perth, Brno, Ankara
and Assisi festivals.
In addition to live performances, Ms Udagawa has made a number of recordings
which draw on her wide-ranging repertoire of over 40 concerti. She is particularly
enthusiastic about discovering great unrecorded works. Her CD of works by
Rachmaninov with the pianist Konstantin Lifschitz, for Signum Records, is the first
ever collection of this popular composer's works for violin and piano and includes
previously unrecorded pieces.
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Violin Sonata and Dances from Gayaneh & Spartacus

Hideko Udagawa, violin
Boris Berezovsky, piano
1
2
3
4

Song-Poem (1929)
Dance No.1 * (1925)
Elegy * (1925)
Dance (1926)

5.32
2.31
3.50
4.13

Sonata for violin & piano (1932) *
5
6
7

I : Lent. Rubato ed espressivo
II : Allegro ma non troppo

Masquerade (1940) : Nocturne *

4.30
11.38
3.41

Gayaneh (1942)
8
9
10
11

Sabre Dance
Ayesha’s Dance
Nuneh Variation *
Lullaby

2.28
3.21
1.34
4.38

Spartacus (1954)
12
13
NI 6269

Dance of Aegina *
Grand Adagio *

2.33
7.47
Total playing time 58.16
3

impassioned climax in its central section.
From
we are presented two excerpts introducing three of the ballet’s main
characters: first Aegina, the degenerate Roman general’s mistress, whose kinship with
the amoral heroine of Bizet’s opera,
, is evident in her “Dance”; then, more
famously, the “Grand Adagio” which in the ballet is danced by Spartacus and his wife
Phrygia.
© 2014 Daniel Jaffé

Transcriptions
Track 3, 11 & 13 V. Mikhailovsky. Track 7 A. Khachaturian
Track 8 & 9 J. Heifetz. Track 10 L. Feigin. Track 12 K. Mostras
Recorded, July 5-6, 2000
The Recital Hall, The Performing Arts Center,
Purchase College, SUNY, USA
Executive Producer : Dr. Ron Sadoff
Produced by David Frost
Recording and editing engineer: Marc Stedman
Photography : Marlene Marino

c & © 2014 Wyastone Estate Ltd
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exposure outside the Soviet Union.) Having initially continued his studies with Gnessin
at the Moscow Conservatory, Khachaturian transferred to the legendary
compositional teacher Nikolai Myaskovsky in 1931 when Gnessin left the
Conservatory. One can hear in the two-movement Violin Sonata a further significant
development in his compositional style: not only does the piano play a more equal role
to the violin, but the music is confidently in Khachaturian’s own voice. Yet despite the
work’s title, Khachaturian remained true to his formative experiences: as with the
street-performing musicians of Tiflis, the music is “developed” through quasiimprovisatory means rather than in the manner of a classical sonata.
The first movement
is launched by the piano with fiery
opening chords, followed by an improvisatory passage. The violinist enters with a
Kodály-like theme characterised with an ear-catching reverse dotted rhythm or
“scotch-snap”, given a spicy piano accompaniment. After a brief cadenza for the
violinist, the opening theme is revisited in a dreamy, reflective manner before the piano
opens with a vigorous
ends the movement as it began. The
dance, balanced by more reflective and languorous episodes, and a cadenza for the
violinist more extensive than that of the first movement – though this does not
preclude some dazzling moments for the pianist as well!

Aram Khachaturian
Violin Sonata and other works
The great violinist, David Oistrakh, once wrote: “I am proud, as are all other violinists,
that Khachaturian’s first composition [sic], his Dance in B flat major, was written for
the violin, an instrument for which this talented composer has the feelings of a true
virtuoso and inspired artist. His first work, dated 1926, reveals many of the young
author’s attractive traits, which were later developed in other compositions, for
example, in his Violin Concerto, one of his finest instrumental works.”
Khachaturian did indeed write some of his most affecting music for the violin, and his
music is again being championed by a rising generation of young violinists. As
Oistrakh (for whom Khachaturian composed his Violin Concerto) pointed out, he
started writing for the instrument early, and yet it is precisely that stage of his
compositional development which is still little known and underappreciated.
Born on 6 June 1903 in Kodzhori, near Tiflis (now the Georgian capital Tbilisi), the son
of a humble bookbinder, Aram Khachaturian was eight when his family moved into
central Tiflis. At that time, Tiflis was a lively city with a multi-ethnic population including
Armenians, Georgians, Azerbaijanis, Russians and Jews, presenting a rich mix of
various Caucasian cultural traditions. Aram showed his interest in music from an early
age: having seen lively Georgian dances out in the streets of Tbilisi, he would then
back at home beat the drumming rhythms he had heard on pots and chairs. He also
taught himself piano on a battered upright the family owned, and took part in his
school’s music-making, first playing in a percussion ensemble, then eventually
learning tenor horn to play in the school wind band.

Hideko Udagawa and Boris Berezovsky follow these early works with a selection of
referred to
favourite Khachaturian pieces, including the “Nocturne” from
and
. The most famous
earlier, and dances from his ballets
number from
, the “Sabre Dance”, was actually a late addition to the ballet
made by Khachaturian at the request of the Kirov Theatre: the result enjoyed such
magazine branded it “a jukebox nuisance”! “Ayesha’s
worldwide popularity that
dance” portrays a Kurdish girl who will later marry Gayaneh’s brother. “Nuneh’s
Variation” refers to the heroine’s younger sister, lively and less careworn than the title
character (the ballet’s heroine being a young Armenian collective farmer, Gayaneh,
who is finally rescued from her brutal and anti-Soviet husband by a fine, upstanding
Soviet soldier). Gayaneh’s “Lullaby”, after an improvisatory introduction, presents a
simple yet affecting melody in the style of Grieg or Delius, balanced with an

When Georgia fell to the Red Army in 1921, Khachaturian’s pianistic ability was
sufficient for him to gain employment on a Bolshevik propaganda train which ran
between Tiflis and the Armenian capital Yerevan: his job was to play popular songs
and marches at every stop to attract a crowd, to whom the Bolsheviks would then
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preach and distribute their leaflets and pamphlets. Meanwhile one of Khachaturian’s
older brothers, Suren, had started making a career as an actor in Moscow; when Tiflis
fell into Soviet hands he obtained an official mandate to recruit promising young
musicians and artists from his home town, easily obtained since the new Soviet state
was determined to demonstrate its beneficial effect on precisely those non-Russian
ethnic groups which had been neglected under tsarist rule.
Thus Khachaturian found himself aboard a freight train to Moscow, and within months
of his arrival enrolled at the Gnessin Institute, a music college run by the formidable
Yelena Gnessina. Khachaturian first studied cello, but then had to give up when he
suffered a hand injury, either through over-zealous practice or from lugging crates in
a wine cellar while earning some extra income. He was then persuaded to study
composition instead with Gnessina’s brother, Mikhail Gnessin.
Gnessin was himself developing a Jewish folk style in music, and naturally he
encouraged his pupil to develop an “Armenian” style from the trans-Caucasian folk
and urban music Khachaturian knew from his Tiflis childhood. As demonstrated in this
album, Khachaturian had a particular understanding of the technique and expressive
potential of the violin, having almost certainly gained some practical insight from his
cello studies. It was in fact originally for that instrument that he composed an
in
1925, the year he began his compositional studies with Gnessin; transcribed for violin,
one may hear in its soulful, improvisatory style hints of the “Nocturne” Khachaturian
.
composed some 14 years later for his incidental music to Lermontov’s
The
mildly dissonant piano introduction is typical of Khachaturian’s earliest
music, blending spicy seconds in its harmonies with the more impressionistic style of
, also from 1925,
Debussy and Ravel. Even more stylised is the playful
sounding like a Bartók dance movement with touches of gypsy café style and even
Debussy’s “Gollywog’s Cakewalk”! The way it finally disconcertingly evaporates, too,
recalls Scriabin rather than any folk improvisation.

ripe with double-stopping. The piano then introduces a poignant new idea, as
prophetic in its way as was the earlier
: a similar theme appears over 15 years
later as the secondary theme to Khachaturian’s Symphony No. 2 composed during
World War II.
All three of those pieces are among Khachaturian’s very earliest works: though
showing talent, and reflecting his personal roots in their more than usually spicy
harmonies, and in the improvisatory style of their construction and melodic invention,
they do not yet demonstrate a fully distinctive voice. This can be heard emerging in
the next piece (chronologically speaking), the
of 1929, composed just a
few weeks after he had enrolled with the Moscow Conservatory. In the summer before
he joined the Conservatory, Khachaturian spent time in rural Armenia while composing
music for the Drama Studio of the House of Armenian Culture. During that trip he
. One
heard rural folk music, the influence of which can be heard in the
can also hear a new level of maturity and mastery, and a haunting quality in
Khachaturian’s evocation of rural Armenian music-making, however stylized.
The
dedication “In honour of the Ashugs” refers to the itinerant bards to
be found in the Caucasus and such middle eastern countries as Iran. The piano
introduction immediately evokes the playing of such plucked string instruments as the
, an improvisatory style not dissimilar to that of the gypsy dulcimer –
undoubtedly more rural in sound than what may be heard in Khachaturian’s earlier
pieces. Yet, combined with the improvisatory lines and the use of the violin’s
harmonics to evoke a folk instrument, there is still a deal of Ravel’s harmonic
poignancy in the mix, both a reflection of Khachaturian’s admiration of that composer
but also conveniently making the music accessible to a “classical” audience who in
Khachaturian’s time would not have been so familiar with such ethnic music.

The
composed in the following year (1926) opens with a piano part of
Caucasian-style spiciness before the violin launches into a candidly gypsy-like theme,

The last of the early works represented on this album is the
, composed in 1932. (In that same year Khachaturian composed his Trio for
piano, violin and clarinet, a work which so impressed Prokofiev that he took a copy of
the score with him and arranged its performance in Paris, Khachaturian’s first
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Aram Khachaturian (1903-1978)
Violin Sonata and Dances from Gayaneh & Spartacus

Hideko Udagawa, violin
Boris Berezovsky, piano
Song-Poem (1929)
Dance No.1 * (1925)
Elegy * (1925)
Dance (1926)

5
6

I : Lent. Rubato ed espressivo
II : Allegro ma non troppo

7

5.32
2.31
3.50
4.13

: Nocturne *

4.30
11.38

8
9
10
11

Sabre Dance
Ayesha’s Dance
Nuneh Variation *
Lullaby

2.28
3.21
1.34
4.38

12
13

Dance of Aegina *
Grand Adagio *

2.33
7.47

3.41
Total playing time 58.16
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